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The Predicament
One challenge encountered in M&A deals is how to bind all shareholders of the target
company to all deal terms. For private companies with few shareholders, this is not
much of a challenge. However, many private companies have accumulated a wide
group of shareholders. Companies may have sold stock in financings, granted
employees incentive equity, and issued equity to other third parties.

The challenge arises on account of an acquirer’s insistence on a structure facilitating a
timely closing, the acquisition of all ownership interests in the target, and a “price
adjustment” via shareholder indemnity if the target’s condition is not as represented.
Structuring the deal as a stock purchase from many shareholders requires corralling
numerous shareholder signatories to a complex purchase agreement and potentially
contending with holdout or missing shareholders. An asset acquisition mitigates these
risks, but may not be feasible due to tax, regulatory, or other reasons. 

A work-around is to structure the deal as a statutory merger whereby a majority, but
not necessarily all, of the shareholders vote to approve the merger resulting in
acquisition of 100% ownership of the target company. However, state merger statutes
typically only provide for conversion of the target’s shares into rights to cash or other
property; the statutes do not expressly provide for the target’s shareholders to be
subject to post-closing obligations, such as indemnification for breaches of the target’s
representations in the merger agreement.

Many acquirers have addressed this by requiring that, in order for the target
company’s shareholders to receive the merger consideration, they sign an expanded
letter of transmittal which commits shareholders to post-closing obligations.

The Judicial Response
Two years ago, the Delaware Chancery Court, in Cigna Health and Life Insurance
Company v. Audax Health Solutions, Inc., called into question this approach. Cigna
was a shareholder of Audax Health Solutions which was acquired by merger by Optum
Services. The merger was approved by almost 67% of the Audax shareholders, but
not Cigna. Cigna refused to sign the letter of transmittal which would have obligated it,
among other things, to release claims against the purchaser and to indemnify the
purchaser for the target’s breach of the representations and warranties in the
acquisition agreement. When the purchaser refused to pay Cigna its merger
consideration, Cigna sued, asserting that requiring it to agree to these provisions
violated Delaware law.

The Court agreed. It noted that the flexibility provided by the Delaware merger statute
is not unlimited, and, by structuring the deal as a statutory merger and not a stock
purchase, the purchaser made a choice requiring it to comply with the statute. The
Court noted that the requirement of a release by the target company’s shareholders
was not even mentioned in the merger agreement. Once the merger was
consummated, Cigna was entitled to the merger payment by law, and the release was
an unenforceable new requirement not supported by legal consideration. The Court
noted that to hold otherwise would enable buyers to impose any number of new
obligations on shareholders as a condition to receiving merger consideration.

In contrast, the requirement that the target shareholders agree to be responsible for
indemnification obligations was in the merger agreement. However, the Court held that
the indemnification obligations were so broad that the merger consideration’s value
was not reasonably ascertainable and therefore violated statutory requirements. The
Court noted that, while many representations terminated after 18 months, certain
representations continued for a longer period with “fundamental representations”
surviving indefinitely. Moreover, at least some of the indemnification obligations were
not subject to an aggregate cap on liability. The fact that, years later, the entire merger
consideration could be “clawed back” made the merger payment improperly indefinite.

The Court distinguished an unlimited claw back from a permissible escrow provision in
which a portion of the merger consideration is put aside to satisfy claims for breaches
of target company representations. It also distinguished a prior case addressing
balance sheet based post-closing price adjustments, which are frequently contained in
deals.

The Tie that Binds: Enforceability of Merger Provisions 
Against Non-signatory Shareholders
by James J. Scheinkman, Partner, and Elizabeth A. Gadbaw, Associate

The Take-Away
The take-away from Cigna is not that statutory mergers are no longer appropriate to
acquire companies with numerous shareholders; to the contrary, statutory mergers
remain an effective, and preferred, structure. The take-away is that the flexibility
provided by statutory mergers is not unlimited and one must play within the rules.
Fortunately, there remains a range of techniques to do so:

u Pre-sale planning is important. For instance, a “drag-along” provision in a
shareholder agreement requiring shareholders to abide by the wishes of majority
owners and agree to be bound by indemnity provisions or other obligations is valuable.
Dialogue by management with the shareholder base prior to a transaction can set
expectations and reduce conflict.
u Shareholders remain free to sign support agreements containing post-closing
obligations. Buyers may require a requisite percentage of shareholders signing
support agreements as a condition of the deal.
u Shareholder votes may be procured by written consents which also contain
agreements to support post-closing obligations. 
u Escrows to secure breaches of representations and warranties remain a viable tool.
u Representation and warranty insurance may also be available when the target
resists an escrow or the acquirer insists on claw back provisions.
u Including post-closing obligations in the merger agreement and not just the letter of
transmittal is wise, as are time limitations and dollar caps for all representations and
warranties. Also, consider providing separate consideration for releases and other
obligations.

The bottom line is that, properly planned, a statutory merger remains an effective
acquisition vehicle.

The purpose of this article is to provide readers with information on current topics of
general interest and nothing herein shall be construed to create, offer or memorialize
the existence of an attorney-client relationship. The content should not be considered
legal advice or opinion, because it may not apply to the specific facts of a particular
matter. Please contact a Snell & Wilmer attorney with any questions.

James J. Scheinkman
James J. Scheinkman is a partner in the Orange
County and Los Angeles offices of Snell &
Wilmer and is a practice group leader of the
firm’s Corporate & Securities Group. His practice
regularly involves counseling companies
involved in M&A transactions and representing
companies and shareholders in shareholder
disputes. Reach Jim at
jscheinkman@swlaw.com or 714.427.7037.

Elizabeth A. Gadbaw
Elizabeth A. Gadbaw is an associate in the Los
Angeles office of Snell & Wilmer and is a
member of the firm’s Corporate & Securities
Group. Her practice includes mergers and
acquisitions, franchising, corporate governance,
and securities law compliance. Reach Elizabeth
at egadbaw@swlaw.com or 213.929.2511.
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With more than 50 years of
combined expertise, BEST-VIP
Chauffeured Worldwide offers
decades of experience while
moving into the future of luxury
transportation. With a united staff
and an extraordinary fleet of more
than 140 top-of-the-line vehicles
including limousines, sedans,
vans, SUVs, minicoaches and
motorcoaches, all functioning with
cutting-edge technology, BEST-
VIP ensures luxurious travel,
hassle-free reservations and
innovative solutions for travelers
booking locally and globally.

BEST-VIP Customer Service 
The Customer Service and
Reservations Department at
BEST-VIP consists of senior-level
customer service specialists who
have been carefully selected and
provide years of experience in
managing corporate and executive
transportation needs throughout the world. They truly understand the
expectations of those they serve, and are available to handle any and
all needs that may arise – any time of day from anywhere in the world.

Groups & Meetings
The Group Department at BEST-VIP makes planning the transportation
for your next event simple. With more than 50 years of transportation
experience, BEST-VIP has perfected the process of coordinating transportation and
logistics for group events and meetings. BEST-VIP’s Group Department will work with your
event planners to understand the needs and challenges of your event. They will suggest the
most efficient way to utilize the diverse fleet of vehicles (accommodating groups of all
sizes), seven days a week.

Your program manager will coordinate and book your event using their experience and

BEST-VIP Chauffeured Worldwide
expertise to organize the group.
These professionals are able to
understand the specific requirements
of your day. The BEST-VIP team will
organize and oversee the details,
from creating customized maps and
itineraries to making reservations.
For challenging venues, they will
send their logistics team for on-site
inspections to evaluate and provide
professional recommendations. Their
coordinators will also be present on-
site to oversee all meet-and-greet
needs and facilitate the staging and
loading of the vehicles.

Beyond. Transportation.
With an extensive fleet of limousines,
sedans, vans, SUVs, minicoaches
and motorcoaches, BEST-VIP
accommodates any type of
transportation need. Professionally
trained chauffeurs, pristine vehicles,
24-hour reservation support, vehicle
tracking and flight tracking provide

customers with the highest level of service possible.

BEST-VIP’s professional team is at your service, ready to take you
anywhere you need to be. Whether your destination is an international
airport or an internationally renowned restaurant, BEST-VIP is here to
ensure you arrive at your destination – on time and in style.

Let BEST-VIP take care of the details. Regardless of what your transportation need
requires, you may rest assured all will be taken care of. From determining the most efficient
route to ensuring the vehicle is stocked with requested beverages, BEST-VIP’s goal is to
allow you time to relax and enjoy the journey.

To make a reservation or to learn more about BEST-VIP Chauffeured Worldwide, please
visit www.best-vip.com.
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Investments by Chinese firms in the U.S. have increased significantly over the past 5 years.
These investments have been made in a number of industry segments, including consumer
goods, entertainment, information and communication technology, automotive and real
estate. Acquisitions of U.S. businesses by foreign entities (especially those located in
China) are subject to oversight by the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United
States (CFIUS).

CFIUS is charged with reviewing the national
security implications of transactions that involve the
acquisition of a U.S. business by a foreign person.
CFIUS has authority to review any merger,
takeover, or other acquisition by or with any
“foreign person,” which could result in “control” of a “U.S. business” by a foreign person. A
“foreign person” is any foreign national, entity, or government, or any entity over which a
foreign national, entity, or government has “control.” The term “control” includes the power
to determine, direct, or decide important matters affecting an entity, including the power to
block a decision. Determination of “control” is a case-by-case determination that rests upon
both the acquirer’s level of ownership with no set threshold (e.g., in some cases ownership
of as little as 15% of a U.S. business may be considered “control”) and the rights
exercisable by the acquirer. 

CFIUS notification is technically voluntary. Parties may close before a CFIUS review is
complete, but that shifts all risk to the acquiror. Even if a filing is not made, CFIUS can
compel a review either before or after the closing of a transaction. The CFIUS process can
be summarized as follows:
u Submit draft CFIUS Notification in conjunction with the acquisition agreement.
u Within 7-14 days, file the CFIUS Notification, which has an automatic 30-day review 

period.
u There is a 45-day additional review period if CFIUS opens an investigation.
u Following CFIUS’s recommendation, the U.S. President has a 15-day period to overturn 

that recommendation, if at all.

Recently, we have observed that the CFIUS staff has been more formal and rigid in
following procedures and that it is not sensitive to timing concerns, even in transactions
involving publicly traded companies. Other observations include:
u CFIUS will have serious concerns where the target technology could place U.S. military 

interests at a deficit.
u CFIUS has permitted certain transactions to move forward after lengthy investigations,
subject to reaching an agreement to remedy CFIUS’ concerns (e.g., agreements not to
share certain sensitive information with foreign parents and/or divestiture of the target’s
military contracts).

Regulatory Compliance Issues in China Inbound Investments and Transactions
by Larry A. Cerutti and Daniel Anziska, Troutman Sanders LLP

u There is growing U.S. Congressional and media concern about China technology 
acquisitions, which may lead to more rigorous CFIUS scrutiny during reviews. 

u Many recent transactions took at least 5-6 months to obtain CFIUS clearance. 
u CFIUS will carefully consider the identity of the purchaser, particularly a China State-

Owned Entity.

In summary, transactions involving investments by
China-based investors in U.S-based companies
require careful analysis of potentially applicable
regulations here in the U.S., including CFIUS.
Because CFIUS is concerned with national security
issues, any transaction involving an investor or

target that is engaged in a business that provides products or services to the military or that
involve next generation technology applications, will be closely scrutinized by CFIUS. It is
important to note that at times transactions which, on their face, appear to be fine (e.g., the
purchase of real property), may nonetheless be denied by CFIUS (e.g., where the real
property is located in close proximity to a U.S. military installation).

Larry Cerutti
Larry Cerutti is the managing partner of the Orange County
office for Troutman Sanders, where he is a senior member
of the firm’s corporate section. His practice focuses on
mergers and acquisitions, public and private securities
offerings, corporate governance, and related corporate and
securities counseling. Larry can be reached at
949.622.2710 or Larry.Cerutti@troutmansanders.com.

Dan Anziska
Dan Anziska is a partner in the firm’s New York office where
he focuses on counseling with respect to mergers and
acquisitions, drafting relevant deal provisions, and
managing the substantive antitrust approval process with
government agencies including assisting the firm’s China-
based clients on competition and national security (CFIUS)
issues. He can be reached at 212.704.6009 or
Daniel.Anziska@troutmansanders.com.
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The sale of any company involves a basic
structural decision: whether to sell the equity
of the company or the assets of the company.
This article discusses tax aspects of such a
decision, but there are many nontax
considerations to weigh as well. This article
discusses how asset and equity sales differ
from a tax perspective and then highlights common structures that allow the parties to
achieve the tax effect of an asset sale when buyer and seller decide to structure an
acquisition for all other purposes as a sale of equity. 

Asset sale versus equity sale
If a buyer acquires all of a company’s assets, for tax purposes, the
assets will generally have a tax basis in the buyer’s hands equal to
what the buyer paid (reduced by depreciation deductions). By
contrast, when a buyer acquires the equity of a company, the basis
of the assets inside the company (the “inside” basis) is unchanged
by the acquisition. A higher inside basis is desirable in part because
it allows a company to utilize more depreciation deductions to offset
taxable income or to cause a subsequent sale of the assets at a
lower tax cost. A sale of assets should allow the seller to achieve a
significantly higher purchase price due to the future tax savings that
the buyer will enjoy due to the step in the tax basis of the purchased
assets.

Unfortunately, the seller of a C-corporation will incur a significant tax
cost if the asset sale route is chosen. This is because a C-
corporation must pay tax on gain recognized on the sale and then its
shareholders owe an additional level of tax when the proceeds are
distributed to them. By contrast, an equity sale only involves a single
layer of tax, imposed on the shareholders.1 The double tax cost
associated with an asset sale by a C-corporation makes as asset
sale an unacceptable alternative in almost all cases (e.g., net
operating loss situations). 

Fortunately, many non-public companies have chosen to organize
themselves as partnerships (which includes most LLCs) or S-
corporations for tax purposes. The owners of these entities are able
to enjoy the best of both worlds: (i) the owners can enjoy the single-level of tax associated
with the asset sale, and (ii) the buyer is able to enjoy the benefit of a step-up in the tax basis
of the purchased assets.

S-corporations and partnerships also are able to utilize various provisions of the tax laws to
achieve the desired asset sale treatment even though the transaction may take the form of a
sale of equity interests. This is often extremely important from a non-tax viewpoint, as the
need to actually transfer each and every asset and obtain the necessary commercial
consents from landlords and others is often greatly reduced as compared to an asset sale.
The tax code provides a number of ways to do this, depending on the type of entity involved
in the transaction.

Methods to cause an asset sale for tax purposes in the context of an equity acquisition
Corporate buyer and corporate target: Section 338(h)(10) election. Where both buyer and
target are corporations (usually where target is an S-corporation), a Section 338(h)(10)
election allows the buyer to acquire target’s stock for state law purposes, while causing the
assets held by the target corporation to be stepped up to their fair market value after the
transaction. Making this election may result in slightly more taxes being assessed on the sale
as compared to an actual asset sale by an S-Corporation.

Noncorporate buyer and corporate target: Section 336(e) election. Where the target is a
corporation (usually an S-corporation) but buyer is not, a Section 338(h)(10) election cannot
be made, but a Section 336(e) election can be, which produces results for buyer and seller
that are very similar to the Section 338(h)(10) election. 

Partnership target: Section 754 election. Where the business being sold is a partnership for
tax purposes, a Section 754 election can be made by the partnership to increase the inside
basis of the assets with respect to an incoming partner. There is generally a modest tax cost
to selling partners in these transactions. 

Partnership target and a single acquirer of 100% of target. Finally, where the target is a
partnership for tax purposes and a single individual or entity acquires all of its equity, this
acquisition is treated as if it were as an asset sale for tax purposes.

For more information, contact Douglas A. Schaaf at 714.668.6221 or
dougschaaf@paulhastings.com. Contact Noah Metz at 650.320.1837 or
noahmetz@paulhastings.com.
1 Consider the following numerical example (which uses the highest rates of federal income tax and
ignores state tax consequences) to illustrate the increased tax burden of an asset sale as compared to
an equity sale:

Buyer pays $1,000 to acquire all of Acme Corp’s stock from its sole shareholder, a U.S. resident
individual (“shareholder”). Shareholder has held the stock for over a year and has an “outside” basis of
$500 in the stock. Shareholder will receive $1,000 but must pay federal income taxes at a rate of 23.8%.
Thus, buyer receives $881 on an after-tax basis ($1,000 less 23.8% tax on a capital gain of $500).

Alternatively, suppose instead buyer bought the assets directly from Acme Corp for $1,000. Suppose
Acme Corp’s “inside” basis in the assets was $200. Buyer pays Acme Corp $1,000, but Acme Corp owes
federal income taxes at a rate of 35% on its gain of $800. Acme Corp pays its taxes ($280), distributes
the remaining $720 to its shareholder and liquidates. The shareholder then owes taxes at a rate of 23.8%
on her gain ($720 less the shareholder’s basis of $500), leaving her with about $668 on an after-tax
basis.

Structuring the Exit Transaction: 
Stock Sale vs. Asset Sale

by Douglas Schaaf, Partner, Paul Hastings LLP, Orange County Office, 
and Noah Metz, Associate, Paul Hastings LLP, Palo Alto Office

Metz

Schaaf
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For businesses considering a merger, there are several
factors that need to work together to make it successful.
We typically advise clients in pre-merger financial
projections, tax planning and due diligence, as well as
post-merger accounting, tax and consulting services.

Pre-Merger Issues
Financial issues ultimately determine whether a merger
will be viable. As such, you may find it helpful to hire a
CPA as you attempt to answer these and other
questions:

u Can the value of each company be agreed upon?
u How can it be structured to minimize taxes for 

ownership? 
u What are the primary financial benefits?
u How do compensation levels compare?

You should also do thorough due diligence on all aspects of the other company (i.e.,
financial, operational, human resources, and sales and marketing). In some industries,
it is important to give serious consideration to legal and regulatory requirements. 

Valuation and Ownership 
In any merger, the combined entity considers the value of each entity prior to the
merger. Sometimes an owner may have a value in mind that may be very unrealistic
and this breaks the deal. An independent business valuation professional can provide a
resolution through developing an appraisal of each company. When the value is agreed
upon, the initial ownership percentages can be derived, allowing owners to decide
whether they want to infuse additional cash (or other assets) in order to increase their
ownership percentage. Of course, other factors are typically considered, such as
paying a premium to those owners who ‘own the relationship’ with major customers. 

Tax Structuring
The tax structure of a merger is very important and can have a dramatic impact on

The Fundamentals of a Successful Merger
by Curtis Campbell, CPA, MST and Jodi Ristrom, CPA

the post-merger cash flow of a company.  Capital gains
planning should also be considered for personal
income tax planning. Your CPA can make a big
difference in helping to decide upon and execute a
favorable structure for after-tax cash flow. With the
right situation, certain strategies can even have
immediate results and lead to better profits and cash
flow.

Management Issues
Some of the greatest benefits of a merger come from
integrating operational routines and then eliminating
redundant positions by terminating ore reassigning
personnel.  Keep in mind that job security, along with
duties and compensation, are key issues for most
employees. From a camaraderie standpoint, it is

important to encourage a sense of unity and team spirit.
Have clearly defined managerial roles to prevent employees from falling back to old
reporting relationships and allegiances. Also, implement standard policies and
procedures for all aspects of operations. 

Customer Relationships
As a general rule, customers should be advised immediately after the merger (or prior
to it, in some cases) and any concerns addressed. Obviously, losing major customers
can significantly undermine the merged company’s performance. The entire customer
relationship management process of each company should be thoroughly evaluated
and integrated into an effective new system. Some companies pay ‘stay bonuses’ to
key personnel to ensure that they continue with the company, especially when they
have a significant impact on customer relationships.

Curtis Campbell, Tax Services, and Jodi Ristrom, Business Assurance Services, 
are partners at HMWC CPAs & Business Advisors (www.hmwccpa.com), one of
Orange County’s largest local accounting firms. For more information, see
www.hmwccpa.com or call 714.505.9000.

Campbell Ristrom
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